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For water utilities that need to ensure the integrity of their networks and 
optimize water delivery to their end-user customers, Aclara software 
with Valor Water Analytics is the network-monitoring solution that makes 
your business more compliant and efficient. Only Aclara uses real time, 
meter-specific data and Valor Water Analytics to locate and address eight 
sources of non-revenue water.

While Water companies’ primary goals are to produce potable water, deliver it to their customers and collect revenues for 
their services, they also need to do it in a way that is regulatory compliant and operationally efficient. Water loss is a 
significant problem, with the typical 10,000 endpoint utility losing approximately 415 million gallons of revenue-recoverable 
water each year, representing $1 million of annual pre-tax profit.

Aclara with Valor Water Analytics helps you quickly recover these losses by identifying problems and maximizing delivery  
of water through your network.

Developed over a decade of academic research and deployment, the software locates and addresses eight sources of  
non-revenue water and automates customer usage information:

• Billing irregularities 

• Meter read errors 

• Meter tampering 

• Meter accuracy 

• Meter right-sizing

• Meter misclassification

• Leaks

• Pipe bursts

The software operates with AMI software to capture real time, meter-specific data and creates an intuitive dashboard to 
identify broad trends and locate specific utility and customer issues. Since the service is a cloud-based subscription, the 
software requires minimal capital investment with ROI payback within months.

Valor Water Analytics
Analytics Generate More Revenue from the Water You Already Deliver


